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 perception - memory & 4-page laminated guide contains: - biological basis of psychology - feeling & Basic
principles of psychology for introductory courses. personality - abnormal behavior - treatment & therapy -
consciousness - inspiration & emotion - and more...
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 It had been a help for the psychology I program. Great! Something helpful for all courses ideal for quick
references, examinations and quizzes. This is just what my students need as a year end review before the
AP Psych test! Great! I got this for my Psychology class. I have utilized it tons for quick references. This
is a very helpful guide for the fundamentals of psychology. Psychology QuickStudy Perfect for anyone who
requirements the main element information in a simple presentation and simple to use reference
information. Plastic covering made the spills easier to deal with, and the merchandise lasted through the
entire school year. school books Glad We puchased this for my program from Amazon! Five Stars Ideal for
quick reference! Thanks amazon Great Review for exams I am an AP Psychology teacher, and while this
review isn't all inclusive, it does a great job hitting a few of the major points for every unit of study. easy
peasy IF you are psych student like I am that is a MUST! I didn't use it much, nonetheless it is always
great to have on hand. Maintain it in your vehicle for easy study, and on the spot assessment!Five Stars
Good quick study guides Great Reference Great reference for all my Psychology classes, very informative.
Good Info!! Received free shipping and delivery and quick! I saved cash buying it through Amazon. Quick
study Really useful product for an instant study guide. Even for being used it looks like it will last for more
years, because of the fact that it's laminated. Quickstudy is always good. I would recommend it to people
taking a General Psychology class that would as an overview to reference.
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